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Regular Word Deck – Year One 
1.2: pin, nip, it 

1.4: spin, tip, pit 

 1.5: spits, sit, sips 

1.6: in, tips, tint 

1.9: at, tan, past 

1.10: pants, inn, snaps 

1.12: pass, taps, sass 

1.13: as, ‘tis, sap 

1.15: spill, slips, lap 

1.16: plan, plant, lists 

1.18: didn’t, sand, slid 

1.19: pads, splits, lands 

1.21: fat, sniff, lift 

1.23: has, had, hand 

1.25: flag, glad, dig 

1.26: sing, hang, sting 

1.27: filling, hissing, standing 

1.28: hinting, planting, listing 

1.29: sang, slant, spilling 

1.30: hop, lost, doll 

1.31: songs, pond, glass 

1.32: man, him, damp 

1.33: bag, bill, bang 

1.34: mints, boss, band 

1.35: rip, bring, grasp 

1.36: dump, trust, gulp 

1.37: king, milk, skin  

1.38: best, spend, smell 

1.39: sending, stamp, dents 

1.40: clap, crust, cast 

 1.41: rock, stick, snack 

 1.42: struck, blocks, click 

1.43: drink, bank, honk 

1.44: asking, brand, stock 

1.45: kicking, grand, hadn’t 

1.46: spot, tests, plump 

1.47: cook, stood, brook 

1.48: took, telling, looking 

     1.49: thick, think, cloth 

1.50: thin, scrap, track 

1.51: yet, yell, yank 

1.52: blast, helping, smog 

1.53: job, just, jet 

1.54: jumping, tenth, drum 

1.55: spotless, skinless, restless 

1.56: illness, crispness, fitness 

1.57: helpless, stiffness, sadness 

1.58: softness, dusting, blessing 

1.59: stillness, spending, belts 

1.60: bleed, teeth, greet 

1.61: greed, screen, street 

1.62: lend, kept, speed 

    1:63 : crossing, handful, trees 

1.64: went, with, week 

1.65: swim, swell, wood 

1.66: want, swap, swamp 

1.67: vest, vet, vast 

1.68: next, tax, sixth 

1.69: fuzz, zip, zest 

1.70: quick, quit, quilt 

 1.71: printed, nested, rented 

1.72: melted, mended, acted 

1.73: padded, dotted, rotted 

1.74: spelled, drilled, seemed 

1.75: jammed, dimmed, robbed 

 1.76: tricked, blocked, missed 

1.77: slipped, dropped, ripped 

1.78: slammed, seemed, greeted 

1.79: grade, game, brake 

1.80: time, smile, strike 

1.81: smoke, bone, spoke 

1.82: cute, rude, use 

1.83: cape, hope, tune 

1.84: absent, dentist, plastic 

1.85: contest, custom, magnet 

1.86: sudden, gallon, traffic 

 1.87: problem, brisket, common 

1.88: tennis, lesson, contact 

1.89: simple, crumble, uncle 

1.90: battle, sample, ripple 

1.91: hassle, sniffle, tremble 

1.92: middle, settle, scribble 

1.93: pickle, buckle, freckle 

1.94: dirt, first, third 

1.95: birds, term, turn 

1.96: filter, current, ladder 

1.97: smart, spark, startle 

1.98: form, north, born 

1.99: morning, correct, inform 

1.100: parked, storms, supper 

 1.101: garden, darling, orbit 

1.102: worth, worst, world 

1.103: corner, marker, silver 

1.104: wrapper, swimmer, harvest 

 1.105: border, golfer, informer 

1.106: shrimp, short, shelf 
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 1.107: splash, brush, crash 

 1.108: strongest, sharpest, longest 


